Rate Your Headshot
1. Does this image look like you? Right now at your current age, weight and hair color?
Does it look like you today if you were to walk into an audition?

YES

NO

2. Are both your eyes in focus and are they ‘alive’ and delivering an emotion and energy and
connecting and engaging the viewer?

YES

NO

3. Is your face at least half of the image so details can be seen when viewed as a thumbnail size?
Does the crop of this image empasize the face and eyes?

YES

NO

4. Is the camera height same height as your eye level? (not shooting dramatically higher or lower
than the eyes?)

YES

NO

5. Is your hair/head color distinct from the background? Is there separation of your hair from your
background? (ie dark hair lost doesn’t fade into a dark background)

YES

NO

6. Is the background solid or blurred to avoid showing any distraction from your face?
(ie we can’t see any distinctive objects/ leaves / architecture behind you)

YES

NO

7. Does the headshot exclude distractions such as arms, hands, large jewelry, a hat, or large
patterns?

YES

NO

8. Does your wardrobe color pop against the background? Is there depth and separation from the
subject and the background (to avoid having you blend into the background)?

YES

NO

9. Does the image have contrast to provide presence and depth so your face stands out at
thumbnail size and so the image does not look flat or grey-toned?

YES

NO

10. Is your makeup natural so that casting notices your eyes first?
(ie the make up choices do not distract from the subject)

YES

NO

11. Is your face fully visible with no shadow (or hair) hiding any of your eye or cheekbone?

YES

NO

12. Does the retouching of this image allow us to really see you? Does your skin look good, but allow
for natural effect so we can see your detailed characteristics (moles, freckles, small wrinkles, ect).

YES

NO

13. Does your headshot reflect your type/ brand and provide a clear sense of how you can be cast?

YES

NO

14. Does the facial expression match the wardrobe / styling and vibe of the rest of the photo?
Do they all work together to tell the same story?

YES

NO

15. Is the lighting of the image natural and allow us to keep the focus of the on YOU (vs your
background, clothing, or hair) And is the light also not under/over exposed?

YES

NO

Count out how many YES answers you have. If you got 12-15 yes answers, your
headshot is working! If you got 10 or less YES answers, your headshot could be
serving you better.
NOTE: Ultimately, we want a headshot that grabs our attention and showcases
your YOU-ness (rather than is passable or merely usable).
Your headshot is one of your most essential marketing tools. If your headshot
isn’t standing out and getting you noticed, it’s not an effective marketing tool).
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